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ABSTRACT

Marketing morality as oxymoron or good business practice is the primary focus of this research and is a topic deserving of attention by the field. Much theory on morality involves issues like salesperson behavior that fails to examine the impact on important goals. For instance, ethicists evaluate and provide recommendations and prohibitions without concern for their influence on the financial well-being of firms. This disconnect has unintended consequences. First, moral dictates often are naive by the standards of marketing managers, out-of-touch with complexities of real world firms. Second, scholars discount prescriptions for change since they do not reflect the full range of management requirements for success. Is marketing morality an oxymoron or good business practice? The time is right for marketers to take a serious look.
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1. Introduction

Marketing morality as oxymoron or good business practice is a rhetorical question. Recent financial and corporate governance scandals notwithstanding, some commentators tie the marketing profession to the “whipping post” to purge in public settings corporations’ lack of morals. From deceptive advertising to illicit sales tactics, business reporters traditionally charge marketers with a lack of good faith in the creation and conduct of exchange relationships. Of course, none of this behavior makes sense in light of current business settings where testing of different hypotheses takes place (Trevino, 1992).

One framework with potential for organizing our thinking is Kohlberg’s (1984) cognitive moral development theory. His approach is useful for understanding ethical and unethical behavior in accounting, management, and marketing (Robin et al., 1996). According to this theoretical paradigm, moral reasoning advances along three stages from pre-conventional to conventional to post-conventional. The first stage is characterized by extreme egoism that concentrates on maximizing self-gain and minimizing self-loss by all means (Monga, 2007). Using the principal-agent model popular in marketing and management, the only barrier to dishonesty in firms while simultaneously influencing on the financial well-being of firms. This disconnect has unintended consequences. First, moral dictates often are naive by the standards of marketing managers, out-of-touch with complexities of real world firms. Second, scholars discount prescriptions for change since they do not reflect the full range of management requirements for success. Is marketing morality an oxymoron or good business practice? The time is right for marketers to take a serious look.

Adherence to a set of rules or regulations that arise from reference groups such as peers in a marketing department and/or larger societal or cultural collectives defines the second stage (Falkenberg, 2004). Persons at this developmental level are more consistent in their behaviors, and some stability in their interactions occurs. The third and final stage emphasizes growing moral autonomy rising above external influences to produce an individual set of ethical principles. In an advanced form, selflessness emerges that heightens awareness of others’ situations and compassion for helping them achieve goals (Kjostad and Willmott, 1995). Armstrong (1977) presents such an environment in his discussion of subjects who must represent interests of stakeholder groups, which changes willingness to bring a dangerous product to market.

This model suggests that moral reasoning in applied contexts exists along a continuum from pure selfishness to pure selflessness (Watkins and Ronald Paul, 2005). At one end are marketers with poor cognitive skills; these marketers are unable to comprehend or care about the needs of their customers because of personal flaws that
predispose them to self-centeredness focusing exclusively on personal interests during exchanges (Ashkanasy et al., 2007). At the opposite end are marketers who operate as moral individuals, empathetically and compassionately nurturing their relationships with customers (Walker and Pitts, 1998). They have what Werhane (2006) calls “moral imagination,” requiring awareness of and sensitivity to ethical issues surrounding exchanges.

Simulations are increasingly popular methods of exposing students and executives to the complex environment in which morality plays out in businesses. For example, ISLAND TELECOM is a multi-player, Internet-based game that allows participants to resolve moral problems resulting from globalization (Bos et al., 2006). Further, the SLIPPERY SLOPE simulation captures consequences of acting with integrity, or trying to do what a person believes is right despite negative outcomes (Teach et al., 2005). While games have learning value, they do not examine the impact of specific moral types on key success factors. As a result, other forms of simulation that allow testing are in use for a variety of purposes.

Agent-based social simulations for investigating problems that derive from the prisoner’s dilemma and the tragedy of the commons show promise (Gotts et al., 2003). These simulations include various sorts of egoism and altruism and lead to research efforts with advanced modeling techniques. Artificial Life reproductions of living systems represent another category of simulation. Creation of moral agents who are capable of developing trust that may guide perceptions and actions are possible in these environments (Tuomela and Hofmann, 2003). Thus, these simulations place autonomous agents with different moral foundations in ethical quandaries where they support (or detract from) the well-being of others (Sullins, 2005).

This discussion presents opportunities for research that form the principal basis for the investigation. The present study examines impact of morality among marketers on profitability of their firms. Manipulating moral imagination or the lack thereof of cannot occur easily in real-world situations; researchers may create business-to-business simulations using SUGARSCAPE versions of Artificial Life computer-generated models to resolve this dilemma. Possible contributions of this project are in the next section, as well as additional grounding in the marketing literature. The specific SUGARSCAPE application is in the section that follows, with an emphasis on marketers as moral agents and the cumulative impact of their decisions. The paper closes with implications for understanding simulations and morality in marketing.

1.1. Theoretical orientation

The concept of morality refers to perceptions and behaviors that flow from norms or rules that distinguish right from wrong (Brinkmann, 2002). Values, beliefs, and attitudes help determine one’s cognitive moral development and one’s recognition of and reactions to particular ethical dilemmas (Singhapakdi et al., 1996). Conventional frames that drive personal choices are posited by research on moral decision-making. For example, organizations that support (or detract from) ethical maturity advance or decline over time. Under these circumstances, economic success improves from the most egoistic collective to the most altruistic grouping.

Sensitivity analyses that manipulate payoffs and heuristics take place, and the results remain robust except under extraordinary circumstances that over-reward more egoistic behavior relative to more altruistic behavior, or hide selfishness from marketing partners for an extended and unacceptable length of time.

Investigation of relationships between marketer moral maturity and buyer satisfaction/firm profitability in business-to-business contexts occurs in this study. With a basis in research on embedded morality, selling agents have an array of orientations including egoists, realists, loyalists, or altruists. This method also involves more complex and dynamic simulations of business-to-business exchanges that represent a significant modification beyond previous studies of agent-based computer models of artificial life. In this environment, buying agents seek selling agents to exchange with according to previous experiences and, in some circumstances, word-of-mouth. Market knowledge accumulates over time and reflects tolerance for variation in price offerings relative to actual delivered value.

Morality plays an important role within buyer–seller exchanges in a number of contexts, but the area of pricing is most appropriate for the conduct of this research (Xia et al., 2004). Buyers are able to evaluate aspects of transaction quality as a result of marketers’ pricing strategies, leading to subjective determinations of ethical and unethical treatments. Such evaluations result from comparisons to internal norms or external standards as judgment bases (Rallapalli et al., 2000). When value (quality-to-price ratio) is lower than expectations, sellers’ reputations may suffer through the spread of negative information. High levels of price dispersion within the marketplace are necessary, allowing for enough variation to produce diverse outcomes.

2. Simulating marketing exchange relationships

Usage of SUGARSCAPE versions of agent-based social simulations occurs because of its unique approach to the creation of interactive and dynamic environments (Epstein and Axtell, 1996). According to Agar (2005), such models test hypothetical situations rather than represent real-world systems, with the analysis capabilities of quantitative models. Epstein and Axtell (1996) employ SUGARSCAPE to build historical...
models of civilizations to understand effects on evolution of social phenomena. Subsequent uses include modeling communication and cooperation within animal societies (Buzing et al., 2003), estimating effects of taxation on evolution (Bäck et al., 2002), and studying assortments of cooperative behaviors among agents (Nishizaki et al., 2004).

A similar philosophy advances agent-based computational economics (ACE) models, which involve computer science, cognitive science, and evolutionary economics (Vag, 2004). Within ACE models, agents learn from their actions and the actions of others, and modify individual behaviors (Tesfatsion, 2003). For example, Kirman and Friend (2001) present an ACE model using two groups—buyers who learn loyalty results in lower prices and sellers who learn lower prices bring greater loyalty. In reinforcement learning, participants begin with simple rules about their environment and learn through a system of rewards and punishments which behaviors achieve the desired results. Their research provides a starting point for this study, which concentrates on a more complex model of reinforcement learning that involves multi-agent/environment interactions that synchronize and occur in discrete cycles.

The orientations of selling agents capture extremes of moral maturity that are consistent with previous research (Hill and Watkins, 2007). Agents exist within single systems or industries to avoid contamination from extraneous factors or interactions, and each agent affiliates with one buyer or seller firm so that a set of players and their actions are easy to identify for purposes of relationship building. Seller firms contain 100 agents and two types of agent distributions were examined in this study; a uniform approach where agents within a firm had the same moral maturity or a mixed model consisting of one dominant type and an even mix of the other types. Additionally buyers in the initial simulation did not directly communicate their experiences with one another but in the latter model communication occurred whenever buyers met. Agent Types on the selling side of exchanges include egoists who seek short-term financial gain for themselves with disregard for well-being of their trading partners; altruists who selflessly try to meet the desires of trading partners even if the result is negative impact on short-term profitability; realists who seek to maximize gain but do so with the guise of maintaining relationships with buyers; and loyalists who attempt to advance firm reputations among buyers even if the result negatively impacts personal success. Buyer firms also contain 100 agents in each, whose primary job is to find and consummate exchanges of good value.

Sellers’ ethical orientations guide price setting decisions. The base price of the simulated product is $750, and sellers can add markups up to $250. Sellers’ transactional incomes are ½ base prices plus the full markup; therefore, one might expect more egoistic selling agents with a profit maximization goal to charge highest possible amounts, yet altruistic sellers will find that no markup brings greater personal satisfaction. However, as with human agents, an element of chance exists within the simulation that they might select a lower markup at any given point. Please note that the other orientations are more sensitive to buyer reactions to prices.

Buyers move within the marketplace searching for sellers with whom they can have positive experiences. Although buyers find satisfaction when sellers make their offerings at base price, they do have a level of tolerance for markups. Buyers use a uniform system to rate transactions so that sellers get instant feedback on their actions. While real-world buyers may not have a uniform manner for such recognition, most individual appraisals are based on fair treatment and this is reflected in the model.

Sellers receive ratings as feedback once exchanges are complete and all but the egoists use these to adjust pricing decisions. Buyers, firms, and the industry transform transactional ratings into: (a) an individual buyer–seller relationship rating (B2S); (b) an average firm rating of the seller (F2S); and (c) an overall industry average rating of the seller (I2S). Buyers use ratings and past data on positive/negative experiences to determine whether to complete a purchase.

2.1. Simulation results: uniform and mixed morality without communication

Uniform moral maturity within seller firms and no internal or external word-of-mouth among buying agents defines the first baseline simulation model (Fig. 1). As a result, seller firms present a one-dimensional corporate culture, while buying agents are left to accumulated experiences to determine with whom they desire to transact. Buying agents are naive during initial exchanges; however, this scenario does not last long since they learn how to discriminate among selling agents. By the time experience reaches 225%, the point at which all buyers communicate with all sellers at least twice, income arises from egoists ($788 million), to realists ($3.3 billion) to loyalists ($5.5 billion) to altruists ($6.0 billion). Significant differences across seller firms occur (ANOVA: F(3,76) = 163.94, p < 0.0001), and t-tests of mean differences are as well.

Useful and counterintuitive findings concern intermediate levels of experience between 2% and 225%, as income and order of leadership change regularly during this interval. For instance at 25% (buying agents communicate with one-fourth of selling agents), egoists ($301 million) are in fourth place, while the remaining in an increasing order from realists ($2.4 billion), to altruists ($2.8 billion), to loyalists ($3.1 billion). On the other hand, egoists ($590 million) still lead in this category, and other levels either remain constant or experience minimal change. The capability of SUGARSCAPE to establish theoretical relationships between moral maturity and financial success within a business-to-business sales context occurs with the previous model. Nevertheless, this situation lacks diversity that typically exists within and across seller firms. A completely homogeneous corporate culture where every sales agent has the same moral sense is unlikely. Instead, firms may have a dominant approach that captures most of their employees along with minority perspectives that represent individuals outside the mainstream. Therefore, the model revision includes a majority of one type and a minority of the remaining three. This simulation contains 4 seller firms of 55 egoists, realists, loyalists, or altruists and 15 each of the other maturity levels.

Similarities exist between uniform and the mixed morality. Incomes of seller firms at 2% penetration are identical; while the egoist dominant firm falls to fourth place and remains in this position for the rest of the simulation after the 25% rate. Surprisingly, a stable pattern of relative success occurs earlier at the 125% level, and this ordering is distinctive beyond this point in that the predominantly egoist firm ($1.5 billion) makes significantly less than the other three, but the realist ($2.5 billion) and altruist ($2.4 billion) firms earn about
the same amount while the loyalist firm ($2.6 billion) acquires more by a significant margin ($F_{(3,76)} = 213.51, p<0.0001$). Finally, ultimate success of the loyalist dominant firm notwithstanding, income totals at 225% penetration supply some interesting findings compared to their complement. The primarily egoist firm earns about $2.4 billion, an increase of about 300% over the purely egoist firm, and the mainly realist firm ($4.3 billion) makes more than its parallel firm at 129%. Conversely, the mostly loyalist ($4.8 billion) and altruist ($4.5 billion) firms do less well in comparison at 88% and 75% respectively.

Some basic similarities as well as some distinctive findings are the result of an attempt to provide a realistic representation of the role of morality in sales/financial achievement when compared to the uniform simulation. Early naivety gives way to discrimination powers that doom the primarily egoist firm to a distant fourth place in profitability. In comparison to their uniform complement, relative success that finally emerges over-rewards two least morally mature collectives relative to two more mature firms. The underlying cause is that some less morally mature selling agents are able to prosper in firms that present a mixed but morally advanced corporate culture, potentially masking self-centered intentions and allowing opportunities to transact as a consequence.

### 2.2. Simulation results: uniform and mixed morality with communication

Consistent moral maturity in contrast to mixed seller firms also takes place in the second set of simulations, but internal communication and external word-of-mouth are added to decision calculus of buying agents. When buying agents make contact, they provide each other with their storehouse of seller knowledge on agents that are unknown. Such data are amassed as agent-to-agent, agent-to-firm, and firm-to-firm. Buyer agents who are given access to the quality of exchange relationships of another agent encode data as if their own.

Given increasing speed experience accrues relative to previous models, powers of discrimination develop quickly. Egoists, realists, loyalists, and altruists earn the same amounts at low penetration rates within baseline data from the uniform scenario. However, by 25% egoists are at the bottom of the income hierarchy, earning half that of their closest competitor. By 75%, realists relegate to third position and a growth curve that is increasing at a decreasing rate. Finally, profitability of sellers relative to one another stabilizes at 150%, and the same pattern as the previous uniform run emerges as income amplifies from egoists ($348 million) to realists ($2.2 billion) to loyalists ($3.6 billion) to altruists ($4.1 billion) ($F_{(3,76)} = 1872.70, p<0.0001$). Yet, while egoists fall into dispute early, those who exist where information sharing takes place earn less than half (43%) as much as their no-sharing counterparts at 225% penetration. Further, both realists (78%) and loyalists (85%) are less profitable than their no-sharing complements, with only altruists (125%) gaining ground.

This mixed simulation model also includes internal and external communication. While flip-flopping of profit leadership does occur across runs, the final pattern surfaces at the 100% level. Then, the mostly egoist firm ($1.1 billion) remains at the bottom, with the mainly realist firm ($1.9 billion) and altruist ($2.0 billion) and loyalist ($2.1 billion) dominant firms following. (ANOVA/$F_{(3,76)} = 1872.70$, $p<0.0001$) tests significant between egoists and realists and the other two types.) Seller firms containing chiefly egoists ($2.5 billion) bring in 600% as much as their uniform with communication counterparts, while the principally realists firm produces 150% of their corresponding firm’s income at 225% penetration. The loyalist and altruist dominant firms do less well in comparison at 100% and 65% respectively. One distinction is simulation results establish a stable pattern at earlier penetration, although the final result fails to fully discriminate among the stages of moral maturity.

Another comparison involves findings from two mixed simulations. Sharing of information within and between seller firms has a modest dampening effect on total income by the end of the run for both egoist and realist oriented firms, with income falling slightly to 94% and 92% correspondingly. Also, the principally loyalist firm experiences a drop to 97% whereas the largely altruist firm expands to 108%. The sharing model causes realist, loyalist, and, to a large extent, altruist agents to improve average profitability as the primary orientation of firms shifts to the more mature in patterns similar to the no-sharing model. However, the altruists eventually stand out in the sharing circumstance, while loyalists tend to do so in the no-sharing situation.

### Addition of internal and external information sharing results

Addition of internal and external information sharing impacts results, marginally reducing penetration rate necessary to gain a stable marketplace and shift profit towards altruists. Nonetheless, clear demarcations according to level of moral maturity and selling agents’ interest in firms’ reputations with or well-being of exchange

---

**Fig. 2.** Mean individual seller income (in millions) at intervals for mixed moral codes without communication.

**Fig. 3.** Mean seller income (in millions) for uniform moral codes with communication.

**Fig. 4.** Mean individual seller income (in millions) at intervals for mixed moral codes without communication.
partners fail to materialize as they did in the uniform/sharing simulation. Thus, discrimination capabilities among buying agents seem less robust than they do under ideal conditions of one-dimensional corporate cultures with widespread information exchange. In the end, buyers may allow sellers with selfish motivations to prosper, especially if they have the good fortune to reside in morally mature firms with largely selfless agents.

3. Discussion and conclusions

The real value of models of ethical behavior flows from the ability to capture the complexity of moral decision making (Treviño and Brown, 2004). Thus, this simulation permits examination of the impact of agent moral character on exchange relationships within a business-to-business sales context. Selling agents transact according to assigned levels of moral maturity, which advances from the most selfish to the most selfless in the following order: egoists who maximize their gain from every transaction, realists who extract as much as possible without jeopardizing future opportunities, loyalists who place their firms’ reputations above all else, and altruists who meet the needs of exchange partners as their first priority. Buyers respond to these offers from personal experience and word-of-mouth.

The industry maintains four firms on each side of the exchange equation, with seller firms containing agents with uniform or mixed moral maturity who operate accordingly. The uniform scenarios provide validation for basic tenets of the artificial life model of living systems as a reproduction of ethical marketing theory. Specifically, buyers and sellers work in an environment where the possibility exists for long-term associations that have a basis in shared understanding of transactional ingredients. Final ordering of profitability meets the expectation that mature agents and their firms prosper, with significant differences in net income arising from firms with entirely egoists to realists to loyalists to altruists. Communication acts as catalyst that speeds identification of sellers by buyers (Fig. 2).

While development of a suitable model mirroring this theoretical understanding is important, unexpected nuances often provide the most interesting findings. The inability of buying agents to fathom the intentions of selling agents during early stages of market interactions is clear, but the changes and differences in profit leadership among the levels of moral maturity at various penetration rates are an unexpected twist. Additionally, the reduced capacity of buyers to comprehend the same intentions when seller firms house agents with a variety of moral maturity levels is intuitive, but the speed with which stable patterns of interaction occur and the preferences that emerge suggest considerable marketplace distortion. Finally, ability of less moral sellers to prosper in mature cultures is in contrast to the belief that such corporate environments disallow this possibility (Treviño and Brown, 2004).

Marketing managers and other practitioners have several potential takeaways. For instance, the common finding that buying agents lack discriminatory powers in searches for selling agents until the marketplace reaches a critical mass suggests the possibility of widespread manipulation. While certainty is impossible regarding moral makeup of prospective exchange partners until sufficient information and/or experience accumulates, buyers who are aware of this deficit can avoid the pitfalls by employing additional scrutiny and limiting the number of transactions until they are better able to judge seller intentions. This strategy must take into account self-imposed restrictions that lead to shortages in goods or services necessary for ultimate success (Fig. 3).

Since discriminatory powers fail to work properly when operable, they lead to suboptimal choices by significant margins. This finding is troublesome given the smaller size and intricacy of the artificial environment and the extent and accuracy of available intelligence relative to real world contexts. Such results beg the question: How can buying agents protect themselves from overconfidence until the situation truly merits loyalty to particular sellers? While the answer may seem trite, the best remedy involves avoiding premature decisions until a fuller measure of selling agents takes place. The criteria to ensure appropriate selections are made include a wide range of interactions and/or information that triangulates around the same conclusions.

The third inference is from mixed morality models, with potential value for buyers and sellers. Preference patterns that arise from SUGARSCAPE simulations pose difficulties in comparison to uniform morality and its theoretical underpinnings. Thus managers in buyer firms, who are likely to encounter at least some heterogeneity within seller firms, must recognize limitations in agents’ powers of perception and selection as decision-making guides (Fig. 4). As before, seeking assurance from a larger variety of sources and avoiding early and extensive commitments are the best strategy. Managers in seller firms, who attempt to follow moral directions of the relationship marketing philosophy, can improve chances of success through recruitment and promotion of consistently morally mature selling agents.
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